
 

Drug-Crazed Hippies ‘no neuron technologies inc.’ - smell the stench - tape - 
homemade bw cover 

/I still happen to be pleased and surprised quite often by stuff I get coming unexpected 
from the post. Usually, there’s some kind of short and nice and polite letter as well saying 
‘this is what I make, let me know what you think’. I had this Smell the Stench tape release on 
CDR sent to me by its author (or should I say perpetrator) and I’m not quite sure it’ll sound 
the same on tape but as I heard it, it does the job. First of all it’s SHORT: you can bet I’ll 
review most noise records I get if they were 27 minutes long with no track lasting more than 3 
minutes. Noise & rhythms that’s what it’s all about, raw, distorted, mean and sometimes 
abstract. I would call this grindcore techno but they call it ‘psychedelic harsh noise’. May I 
suggest something, though, that’ll probably drive you, japanoise fans, a little crazy: at times, 
lowering the levels when you master the record makes music clearer and more aggressive. 
You see Namanax for instance showed us you could master everything at +2.0dB and still 
sound clear but I don’t think they said you HAD to do it to qualify for the hardest-loudest-
powerest-noisiest-electro-industrial MTV music award. 

BurningEmptiness Inc. Newsletter issue #5 v1.2 
HELP 

/Please help us: send this to your friends (send them the spare copies you had or 
print/copy this and spread it around). If you like your friends, you should help them discover 
some new music. If you don’t like the newsletter, send copies to someone you don’t like. If you 
want to distribute this, please drop us a line. Sorry for the newsletter font size but we get a lot of 
good stuff to review and have very little space to do so. 
ABOUT 

/This newsletter expresses our opinions on art we had through trades, CareWare, as gifts, 
etc. E M P T Y follows our non-commercial bad habits: we only write about stuff we like, we do 
not review our own productions, and we do not review anything from major-owned labels. If 
you wish to appear here, please send your stuff (not only music) to BurningEmptiness Inc. c/o 
B+D DEL NISTA– 19 rue des vignes – Le Clou – 18340 SENNECAY – FRANCE (subject to 
frequent changes). You’ll get some copies of the newsletter as a trade. 

band: darkarts@guay.com - NEVADO, miguel serrano 17F - 5°3" 10005 CACERES – 
SPAIN label: Smell the Stench, Leigh Julian, 2 clematis court, meadows heights, 
MELBOURNE Victoria - AUSTRALIA 3048 
Freak Flag/Epidemic split-Reality Impaired-CDR- horrible bw artwork 

/Remember Socialistic Johnny Goblet I told you about some time ago? This is from the 
same label and the same intro applies. Horrible xeroxed cover, good music inside (SGJ a few 
issues past and Amanonn did remind me that good music is not necessarily packed in polite 
sleeves). First tracks are Freak Flag and they’re some Playground/Cable Regime Pink 
Floyd-influenced noisy rock and roll from outer space, and oh yeah man it would rock 
Mexico if Mexico was on Mars. Excellent. Epidemic (or is it DJ epidemic, this cover really 
competes with the worst black metal ones I ever saw and it’s unreadable, too) is dub-style 
hiphop, mostly instrumental, with lots of weird and nasty humour in it, quite classical in a 
way and still pleasing to the ear. I really don’t know enough about hiphop to know what 
comes from existing tracks and what doesn’t but I think I don’t care. 

/burning.emptiness@laposte.net or www.burningemptiness.fr.st 
ART 
Amanonn ‘eLECTROpUNKmODEL’-autoprod-CDR-bw arty cover 

/You get this thirtieenth record of the week and there’s hand-drawn girls all over the 
cover. And you’re a fat and stupid and big-headed bastard like I am so you think ‘power 
industrial noise whatever… Just another superboring superlong superloud supercrap’. Like I 
just said you’re stupid. In fact, my wife told me I was stupid when I had the record and talked 
before listening to it. ‘Come on, you barely grown-up kid’, she said, ‘just play it, and stop acting 
all blasé and snobbish all the time’. I played it. It’s great. It’s nowhere near noisy or even 
remotely connected to industrial. It’s Peaches on sedatives turned jazzy. It’s all rich and warm 
kicks, Suicide rhythms looping, groovy basslines pounding (that is, grooving at 26 BPM), 
voices speaking French (I think, but I can’t figure out what they say except girls’ names), 
somehow bare and minimal and overall danceable if you’re that type of tired dancer. They have 
a 3 songs EP out as well and it’s as good as this one. And they’re nice people, so you just buy all 
that. 

c/o VD, PO Box 1285, JOPLIN, MO 64802, USA 
JAN AG ‘hear the whispers-motherfucker-my mind needs to eat’-autoprod-
3xEPCDRs-bw skull&bones cover 

/Growls with an overdrive and a SU-10, a cheap beatbox, a toy synth and the most 
distorted and loudest and ugliest and meanest bass sound you’ll ever hear. This thing 
(because there’s definetely no name yet for what’s the first band of the genre) is the best thing 
that happened to metal since Mick Harris left Napalm Death. And the best metal I heard 
since 3D House of Beef which is saying a whole lot. AND it’s an auto-release, instead of 
being on Ipecac, probably because guys on indie labels really are too busy advertising for 
their no-interest shit to listen to what’s going on. Jan Ag is what’s going on so you better 
catch that train before it rolls over your house. I mean: run, buy this record, thank these 
people for being here making this for you to hear and you almost missed it as I did cause I 
had again this record by accident. Blamey. Whoops, yes, something else: this is Agathocles’ 
bass/throat solo project. 

amanonn@free.fr - F.AMANIEUX-71 rue doudeauville-75018 PARIS-FRANCE 
Asphalt Leash ‘theories in sonic warfare’-mechanoise labs-CDR-color cover+jewel 
box 

/Mechanoise define my standards for brutality, that’s for sure and I told you before. But 
perhaps you weren’t listening, or you could’ve been deafened by ‘playing at maximum volume’ 
(as madmen at Mechanoise advise you to) one of the tracks on this pain(wonder)ful record, 
poetically called ‘140 dB’. Did you ever dream of making a song with a chainsaw ? That’s what 
Asphalt Leash do, and not only by opening the record with the sampled sound of a chainsaw but 
also by making tracks with ultra-aggressive synths that must actually look like chainsaws 
besides sounding like them. If they use a laptop computer, I bet it looks like a crazed version of a 
Terminator T1000 force-pushed inside a 10”x10” box which is somewhat too small for it, see. 
Not the type of laptop you would want to rest on your lap. Or on top your desk. I’d be wary if I a 
machine capable of such a level of violence and yet perfect self-control, seeming able to keep its 
cool even in the noisiest moments of the storm stood on mine. Or the people behind the 
machines could be the T1000s, who knows. 

Jan Frederickx-asberg 8-2400 MOL-BELGIUM 
Katyusha Kid ‘OK katyusha’-KE ?-CDR-jewel box bw xeroxed cover  

/I like some of Radiohead, sometimes (forgive me). I like some of Imminent Starvation, 
sometimes as well (same). Never heard about Duralex Sedlex nor Rx Crackerheadwaltz nor 
Fleshhouse Good Vibrations (forgive me again). But what I like best is when you copy 
something from someone (yes, those ones), paste it into your own productions (yes, this is a 
mix of those one’s music) shakeitmixitkickitsbutt till everyone watches you with these 
amazed looks on their faces.  It could be called djing but I’ll call this a joyful mess, an orgy of 
sound. Bartender, another one please. mechanoise.free.fr - www.altern.org/mechanoise - c/o Chaharlengi, 5 rue du Pont-aux-choux - 

75003 Paris - FRANCE katyusha_kid@hotmail.com 
Bloody Puppies ‘yar’s revenge’-Reality Impaired-CDR-atari bw artwork Los Planetos Del Agua ‘too many bricks and not enough sea’-Antenna-CD in a 

bluetiful digipack /A bass, a distortion pedal, an atari for those 8-bit bleeps and spaceship-explosions make 
half an hour improvised (or so it seems) experimental record. Not the record you’d listen to 
every day but where do you find the time to listen to all your records every day? Stan says he’s 
quite happy about this record. So am I. 

/Blah blah blah lots of rock’n’roll in this issue and this is supposed to be an 
experimental music newsletter, who are you exactly to tell me what this newsletter should be. 
Sweeter than it’s sad, perfect soundtrack for what I see looking out the window: quiet snow 
on the trees, a bright and icy sunshine, a gentle breeze that’d frost you to death if you didn’t 
mind. Makes me think of Pram who knows why but it’d be better described as the other side 
of psyche rock (maybe it’s the length of the songs). Where Opaque is all harsh and walls of 
distorsion, this is all trumpets and theremins and moogs and melodies and there’s even a 
singer that actually sings. Of course Radiohead comes in mind, but like I said above, that’s 
nothing to upset me. The sleeve is real blue (and the music isn’t) and the track titles are 
delicious (and the music is). ‘I couldn’t help her stay so I helped her leave’, they say… Please 
play your sweet tunes a little longer before I help you. 

c/o VD, PO Box 1285, JOPLIN, MO 64802, USA 
DAB.AY.AH ‘find the canyon’ - suggestion records - purple 7” - Beautiful gatefold 
cover 

/Let’s dive into psyche rock again. Amphetamine-driven rhythm loops, some bubbly 
bassline synths, far out voices processed through a kind of space delay with the ‘white noise’ 
knob tweaked to the right corner, hypnotic guitar riffs and the kind of solos I like: play three 
long notes and concentrate on the reverb settings. Think about Loop and that’s one more band 
you can add to the list below (see ‘Opaque’) and look even smarter to your friends. Lyrics that 
go ‘I have a window I can see through’ and a shiny and nicey cover make this a pure moment of 
happiness. Damn, happy to have this one on the shelf and I bet it won’t be gathering dust there. 

www.antennarecords.com - PO BOX 6083-Burton On Trent-DE14 2ZX-UK 
NoName ‘008’-12”EP-reverse-bw sleeve 

band: ruskoja 2 as 17 - 17200 Vääkey – Finland / label: cfischer@suggestion-records.de - P.O. 
Box 1403 - 58285 GEVELSBERG - GERMANY 

/Ultrafast noisy hardcore techno, nice to see there are people in the world that aren’t 
from System Corrupt that still release these kinda records. And do it on vinyl so I can listen 
to them both 33 and 45rpm (33 sounds better but I guess 45 was intended). DJ Wank Chops ‘presents… volume 1’–Fencing Flatworm-CDR-Splendid colour 

artwork+jewel box reverse@netcourrier.com 
/I hear many an argument over the gear people use to make music. ‘I only use analogue 

beatboxes and synths’ says one. ‘Hey you madman, you mean you paid half a month wages to 
get a second-hand TR-XOX which thinks music is a part time job and works only after 
warming for an hour ?’  says the other. ‘I won’t pay Korg THAT much money for a crappy 
digital emulation of the best mini-modular synth in history, even if they put two more zeros in 
its name’ says the third. I don’t really care about how people make music, except perhaps when 
they make it live cause I feel it’s a lot more entertaining to see people playing with hardware 
gear than fiddling around virtual studios on a laptop screen you can’t even see. What I do care 
about is the quality of the music people make and this record IS quality. Despite what the 
promo sheet says, it sounds as it could’ve all been made with Propellerheads’s Reason as well 
as its analogue counterparts but regardless of what was used, it was abused to satisfaction and 
gave birth to a refreshing mix of funny old school techno (acid/house branch), 1970’s space 
ambient, minimal dub and post-modern electronica, cause I know all those fancy names and I 
can make up lots of others in case I want to impress you lot. They say this release is ‘as much 
fun as a well-lubricated sex toy’ which I can’t tell for sure cause I never could lay a hand on the 
lubricant. I do think this record is the best release on FFR to date which is a most respectable 
performance.   

Normal Music ‘brev’ 3”-CDR-zeromoon- beautiful&original packaging&artwork 
/What happened to Scorn? I mean Scorn was one of my favourite electronic projects of 

the early nineties, Colossus, Ellipsis and even Gyral or Zander still often land on the 
turntable here. Now that we speak about it, Colossus and them various EP remixes they 
made of it are the ones that lands most, others just keep on flying around. What exactly all 
this has to do with Normal Music says you. Normal Music is what Scorn should’ve become if 
Mr Harris kept on being inspired instead of remixing the same track on and on and on again, 
answers I. Pole would probably be a more accurate reference than Scorn is as Normal Music 
is a lot more into minimal electro than into drum’n’bass played 60 bpm but I suppose I can’t 
change the music I grew up with, not now that my tits sag as a dear friend recently said they 
do when you’re past thirty. This record, and it’s only 18 minutes long, is the best dub-like 
thing I heard for YEARS, you know and in fact it just reminded me how much I like ambient 
dub. And what I think is the best compliment one can get: it actually made me want to play 
dub ambient as well. 
www.zeromoon.com - c/o Surak 4518 Avondale ST Apt. B Bethesda, MD 20814 USA 
Ohuzaru ‘thrash is business’-Weewee-vinyl 5 ‘’-bw artwork 

/5’’ you say. You mean a vinyl the size of a CD with four songs on it? That’s what I 
mean, ain’t that wonderful. The record is supposed to be played 33rpm but if I had a 12rpm 
switch on the turntable, that’s the one I’d press to make it all sound like Corrupted instead of 

News at www.fencingflatworm.cjb.net - robert.hayler@ukgateway.com-Robert Hayler, 9C 
Oak Road, LEEDS LS7 3JU, UK 



sounding like Gorilla Biscuits, Chain of Strength or likewise bands with lots of capital Xs as 
logos. YES, this is short enough, and it does the job for sure: buy it for the format. 
david@weewee.scs-internet.fr-David Sechand, 25 rue Goudouli 31240 Saint Jean – FRANCE 
Opaque ‘your wording here’ - consume - CDR - color artwork 

/Psychedelic rock is not dead. Did anyone ever said it was ? Unlike all other forms of rock, 
psyche’s never been corrupted by any kind of consumerism (you wouldn’t call Monster Magnet 
a psychedelic rock band, would you? Your true friends may kill you if you do, and The Butthole 
Surfers stopped to be psyche the day they resigned to whichever major it is). You know, Helios 
Creed’s never been a star and although Lemmy did achieve some kind of celebrity (and 
uuuuuurrrrrrghhhhhhh to you as well, thank you), it sure wasn’t with Hawkwind. Skullflower 
(I’m probably the only one to consider them as psyche) is only known to a few lucky people. I 
guess Ramleh won’t ever be the next Sum 41 as they never were the next Whitehouse when they 
started. Terminal Cheesecake? I don’t even know if they still exist and they’re one of my 
favourite bands ever. Ah, yes they tried through Austin Powers to make easy listening pop pass 
as psyche, but they only fooled Destiny’s Child listeners and I won’t call it a great loss. Aha, 
Pink Floyd and Rare Earth and all were all on majors mister. Will you just shut up and let me 
think as I please. Is it because psychedelism resists all classification? I mean you sure got 
overdriven guitars, heavy drums, classical four stringed basses, some analogue keyboards and 
that’s all rock and roll if you follow me, but repeating a riff ten billion times through a heavy 
wall of feedback and making what normal people would have turned into three seconds 
transitions a whole ten minutes song is what this kinda rock is all about. This is a bit hard on 
the press, isn’t it, to resist classification. And as you (should) know: no media, no audience. 
Opaque is a wonderful and quite noisy and heavy psychedelic rock band and these words used 
to apply to Sonic Youth as well. Now you got 8 bands to compare Opaque with and look like an 
educated wanker in front of your friends. 
band: j.l.cummings@amserve.net - flat 1/1, 435 sauchiehall street, GLASGOW G2 3LG, UK / 
label: www. freeserve.co.uk/opaque 
Scramble untitled demo–CDR–no artwork but good music 

/Scramble do as they please. Regardless of styles, habits or however you’re supposed to 
behave when you make music, they mix Flamenco and post-rock guitars and dub and rock 
basses and harps, ultra fast jungle rhythms, not so fast electro ones, analogue ambient synths, 
vocals from humans and from them furry animals from Hoth (you know, the frozen planet in 
The Empire Strikes Back, that is back when George Lucas couldn’t be that obsessed with digital 
special effects and still had time to make movies), etc. And everything goes on perfectly well 
together, as if all elements were old friends long apart. And when tracks last more than 7 
minutes, yes they do, they manage to keep me entertained all the way through, without me ever 
wanting to press my favourite button on the remote (which is >> fast forward of course). 
ysbeidiauheulog@aol.com or 96 Dorset Street, BOLTON, LANCASHIRE, BL2 1HR, UK 
Sq ‘__moments imaginaires (8988)’  and Pengo ‘climbs the holy mountain’ - Carbon 
Rcds - CD - pro color covers+jewel boxes 

/Carbon records is a little mystery of its own to my little mind. Could you expect a label to 
release what can be called difficult records in the difficult field of improvised experimental 
music on CD and get on with it? They do. SQ is drowned somewhere in the sea tired of floating 
and perhaps waiting for its brother Pengo to get back from the sky. SQ is the quiet ambient 
brother, and Pengo the loud rock and roll one. They’re not exactly twins I think, but it could be 
because one record seems to be a studio work and is an hour long while the other sounds like 
(and is) a 40 minutes live impro in front of people. Both records show the same taste for metal 
percussions and cymbals, real drum sets and guitars with no attack and drone-like sound. And 
SQ’s is too long, while Pengo’s is too short (yes, yes, YES, he SAID a record was too short, 
that’s what he said I tell you). By the way, Carbon records release a lot of excellent stuff in the 
improv/experimental field, with nice layouts, too. 
joe@carbonrecords.com - www.carbonrecords.com - Joe Tunis PO Box 10718 ROCHESTER 
NY 14610 – USA 
The Star and Key of the Indian Ocean – live@le bonobo café march 15th 2003 

/Do you like rock and roll? Basically, I don’t. But I do like my good old garage surf punk 
thing when it’s dirty and mean and funny (no wapdoowaps and no shitass Beatles pop in 
disguise for me thank you-and leave the hammond and the farfisa at home as well). Them Star 
and Key play dressed in black with Robin-style black masks, sparcely use vocals and make 
qualitee-guaranteed zero pretentiousness loud&fast surf rock that’ll make your knees twist and 
your hips shake before you know it. We saw two 45 minutes sets, one-two-three-four basic 
beats, reverberated guitars complete with vibratos & tremolos, fuzz bass and everything, We 
came back home 2am with no hearing left and a wide smile on our faces. And when we woke up 
at 8 to go back to work, we both felt being tired and deaf and dizzy all day was damn worth it.  
www.star-and-key.fr.st 
V/A ‘Elsie and Jack and Chair’ compilation – CD (I had no cover but a quite nice 
promo leaflet on transparent paper) 

/Noise ambient, electronica ambient, (Füxa but still) ambient, film-soundtrack-ambient, 
melodic ambient, fast forward tracks 1-5 (still: give an ear to Füxa, for if this track wasn’t 
drowned in 25 minutes of the same stuff I’m sure you could like it). Then : ten minutes 
improvised (quiet) noise / rhythm and a bit of ambient again (band’s called ‘Shifts’ and has an 
album on Elsie and Jack, can be nice). Ah, ambient with guitars, this is the Shifts again and this 
is nice again. Totemplow : noise, but not so loudly mastered, so where’s the point. Brume: ah, 
noise, loud this time, I liked that one. Mlehst: noise, noise, noise and a touch of ambient (and 
this is supposed to be power electronics, only about ten times too long). Promo sheet says next 
track from Flutter is ‘brutally harsh, unyelding, friendly noise’... I suppose I had the wrong 
tracklist, because this is ambient again I’m afraid. THEN comes Tabata and oh my, it WAS 
worth the wait. Tabata alone makes some improvised guitar-only music, quiet and melodic, sort 
of post-rock even if you don’t like the name sir. With Tatsuya Yoshida, he makes slightly less 
melodic and slightly less quiet music, with some electronics probably and drums because 
Tatsuya Yoshida is Ruins’ drummer so you’d be disappointed if there weren’t any weird beats 
and so would I. If next compilation features a LITTLE LESS ambient, I bet it’s going to be great. 
As it is, Shifts, Brume and Tabata are really really good and are the reason why this comp is 
reviewed here. Not that I don’t like ambient you see, but not THAT much. 
www.elsieandjack.com or 2 the cliff, seaton carew – HARTLEPOOL  TS25 1AB – UK 
V/A ‘Esprit III’-Aspic-CDR-arty cardboard cover 

/This is vol#10 of these compilations. Sadly, it’s the last one so it’s about time we talked 
about them. This one keeps up the recipe that made the project succesful: one track from each 
project of the label FRZ, Darky and Blue Baboon (this time, FRZ’s track is by far the best, 
soundtrack for a 1970s spaceage breakfast in artificial gravity), and various varied tracks from 
people all over the world. This time you get fine hiphop with Sage Francis, (just a bit) boring 
electronica from .tape., honest electronica from Domotics or Rabbit’s Sorrow,  melodic ambient 
from Carpet Musics (hello Kraftwerk, where have you been), and remixes from previous 

offerings. Those included Ultra Milkmaids or Celluloïd Mata and such famous people as well 
as good surprises like I Am Robot and Proud or Astroglide (now called Trombone). I heard 
them people created Optical Sound and Aspic Records with guess who Optical Sound 
Records. I’m sure there are boxed sets left of the whole series for you should you ask. Ask, 
wouldn’t you. 
www.zone51.com/aspic-aspic@zone51.com-c/o Fransioli 3 rue de la convention-69100 
VILLEURBANNE-FRANCE 
V/A ‘the flaw of lives’-Fiend-CDR-color artwork 

/It all started bluesy with a tune on guitar. Then it was experimental (and rather noisy) 
guitar and it was from the same band. Country music followed and weird space rock and 
both tracks were from the same band, but not the same as the first two tracks if you follow 
me. Spintronics (my personal favourite) followed and I was sure I’d like the whole comp 
cause it would’ve been techno if techno fans were smart enough to like this kind of techno. 
Then Candi Nook, same comments applies although it’s dance music. Drum’n’bass from 
Socteau Cirque (two tracks in a row and some more afterwards). Then hardcore beats and 
straightforward rhythms and on it goes… You got NOISE as well and more experimental 
soundscapes, even ambient by the end of the record. Let’s be negative, cause this is too much 
of a brilliant record: why not including some metal while you were at it? 
www.fiendrecordings.com or P.Harrison 18 canal road-sowerby bridge- HX6 2AY-UK 
V/A Gorezoo 4 ways split-Meat5000-CD-color artwork 

/Tekken delivers what we payed for: fast&furious grindcore&fun, but they add the 
Taken by Tekken remixes from JE to make the record really worth having (and they included 
remixes from BE Inc. bands which is rather nice ). Suppository do have a silly name and give 
us this Napalm Death circa Harmony Corruption mincecore-influenced death metal played 
live we all like (just in case you don’t, why exactly are you reading this?). Sergent Slaughter 
get the funniest track title award of the year (a silly joke in French involving lending your 
skateboard to get your head cracked nothing I can translate accurately in English) and warn 
us they use no effects on their vocals (but forget to mention their singer is an alien from 
Sorethrotta 12). Fate isn’t that bad but somewhat more classical and a bit less crazy than the 
rest but doesn’t spoil the whole thing. 
c/o Jandin-31 rue Jeanne d’Arc-59000 LILLE-FRANCE 
V/A No Frills compilation (CD, comes with the damn good zine) 

/System Corrupt is the finest in hardcore techno people say. Actually,  people are right 
for a change, Passenger of Shit, 556a, Scruts’n’Guts and Toecutter for instance really are 
both HARDCORE and TECHNO. But people forget SyCo is somewhat wider than just 
hardtech. Maladroit, Null Object and pH know what playing with rhythms and ambiences 
mean. Ah and what about this nasty, loud, rude hiphop of theirs (Suicidal Rap Orgy –they 
got a video 3”EP out as well, Refuz, and especially Diablo Negro), really is my type. There’s 
good old live power electro, raw madness (7U? and Composite of Negatives) and hail to Mr 
DJ Anal Erection for a somewhat special disco remix and a rather senseless alias. An 
extremely convincing compilation nutters like me should like that comes with an excellent 
zine nutters like me do like. 
www.systemcorrupt.com-POBox R420 Royal Exchange, 1225 NSW, AUSTRALIA 
V/A Reality Impaired Compilation#2-CD-funny plastic cover horrible bw 
artwork as usual 

/Starts off with bluesy punkrock. Then Testicle Bomb (that’s what I call a name) is 
sludgey hardcore. Trixie and the Merch Girls offer us to suck their asses cause they smell, 
I’m not sure I’d like this kinda Bloodhoundgang-type humour if it wasn’t from a girl’s band. 
Bluesy rock and roll and lofi fast punk. More blues follows and I do agree with Vaginal 
Discharge: Christian rock sucks. Lofi blues again, thrice, in the rather WEIRD catagory. 
Excellent. More lofi hard/noisecore, live, loud, ugly, the kind I like. Super noisy pop with 
Travis which I bet isn’t the pop shit I knew. Mind Orgies is… well, I can’t tell, D&B, pop, 
metal, noise. Lucid’s in the same vein, more sludgey, more metal, more psyche, just good. 
Freak Flag makes some sort of noisy ambient this time. Satan’s God’s goes plain crazy with 
guitars, just like Deuce Das with trumpets (?). Some sort of D&B on acid follows and yeah, 
back to lofi pop and to psyche and rude rock just afterwards. The Camorra is noisecore (a bit 
too nu-metal sounding for me). Plain weird again with Mixomatosis and Oral Uterus (a 
name, and an 8 seconds noise miracle, hats off to you guys/gals). A little nicey ambient, then 
some boring noise,  twice, which is not much boredom for a 29 track-over-an-hour comp. I 
never heard of any of those bands except Freak Flag and they range from not that bad to 
absolutely fantastic. And the record is sprinkled with hilarious vocal samples. This label just 
DESERVES your attention, do you get me? 
c/o VD, PO Box 1285, JOPLIN, MO 64802, USA 
NEW 

/Records are Euro 5, £3, US$6 or CareWare/trade and you can subscribe. Euro15, £10 
or US$18 or special CareWare/trade for 4 limited edition records (past, present, future). 
Email or write. We sampled an idea from Drone Records: if anyone sends us Euro100, £70, or 
US$100 (or an extremely special CareWare), he/she'll get ALL our records and stuff from 
now on. Ever (or till we realise how mad we are to try and run a label). Pass the info on. 

/Tin.RP appears on compilations: Like Music To their Ears from Mechanoise (see 
above) along with Stelladrine, Mourmansk150 whose track rules, etc. and on the tremendous 
3CD Q_F_G from Parametric (www.parametric.info) along with MooN, and quite a lot of 
people. Some tracks are even good, especially on the second CD. 

/Remastered/rearranged version of JE ‘IIII’ is out on BurningEmptiness Inc.  
/Mar.Tin’s Trombone on the MooN, is a record made by people the name says were 

there. Electronica fallen from an abandoned space station in a mid 50s scientifiction movie in 
technicolor, a good little record. 

/The Noise Research Program hardware compilation is finally out feat.: Scramble, The 
Trawsfynydd Lofi Liberation Front, Siemers, Ultra Milkmaids, Midwich, Llybr Llaethog, 
7U?, Tin.RP, Dt.Y , Dave Handford, Jailbird, The Guy Who Invented Fire, Eric 
Alexandrakis, Transistor 6, Astroglide, Margrave Ruediger, Flint Glass, Sleepihed, 
Trilemma, V. + Sumerki, O, JE, Kazumoto Endo, NARC, Winterbrief, Aspic, 
DarkembraceD, IHAN, Blue Baboon, Paul Harrisson, Tekken. Pressed CD, full color 
artwork, 535 copies. €5  per copy, €3 if you order 10 or more. 
GPL 

/© BurningEmptiness Inc. APR 02003. This newsletter is distributed in the hope that it 
will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You can print, 
copy, redistribute and/or modify this newsletter under the terms of the GNU General Public 
License as published by the Free Software Foundation and as long as you keep the present 
GPL notice, the BurningEmptiness Inc. contact and credits intact and give it a different 
version number. You are NOT allowed to make any commercial profit out of this release. 
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